The First Annual Water for People Trap Shoot, coordinated by the Nebraska Section AWWA and Iowa Water Pollution Control Association (IWPCA), netted more than $1,300. The proceeds will be split between the two groups. A total of 17 people (12 from Nebraska, 5 from Iowa) participated in the event June 3 at the Harry Koch Trap Range, Papillion, NE.

Host Steve Nuss was wonderful and even returned $100 of the facility rental fee to Water For People as a donation.

The afternoon shoot began with registration, lunch and a safety briefing. Seventeen participants had a choice of shooting 25 rounds of trap or skeet. Most shot multiple rounds to draw the best scores.

The three high scores for skeet were Andrew Hansen, Black & Veatch (23), Jerry Hockmeier, Lincoln Water System (18), and Dave Dunning, HD Supply (17). Hansen and Hockmeier tied for the top trap high score of 24. Mike Abbott, Lincoln Water System; Dunning; Cliff Stuthman, Stuthman Equipment, and Tom Walters, Nebraska City Utilities, tied with a score of 23.

Sponsors included:
- Cramer Engineering Services
- Diamond Plastic Pipe
- Engineering America
- Grosch Irrigation
- Hydro-Klean Inc.
- Isco Pipe
- LeGrande Excavation
- Northwest Pipe Co.
- Rutjens Construction
- Schmidt-Greteman Associates
- Superior Staffing
- Snyder and Associates
- Test America

Prizes were donated by Diamond Plastic Pipe, Fluid Technology Corp., Maguire Iron and Olsson Associates.

The funds allow Water For People to help people in developing countries improve their quality of life with sustainable drinking water resources, sanitation facilities and health and hygiene education programs.

Thanks to the sponsors, participants and our host. The event was great and we plan to have a similar event next year! Thank you to all who have helped Water For People to share the gift of life!
From left: Don Nash, City of Sioux City; Cliff Stuthman, Stuthman Equipment; Tom Hay, Hydro-Kleen Inc., and Randy Solomon, City of Sioux City.

Dan Maddox and Tom Walters, Nebraska City Utilities


From left: Craig Reinsch, Olsson Associates; Rowdy Bindert, Test America; Dave Dunning, HD Supply; Tim Mundorf, Midwest Laboratories, and Christian New, Waste Cap Nebraska, UNL.
From left: Mark Cramer, Cramer Engineering Services; Tom Walters, Dan Maddox, Nebraska City Utilities; Christian New, Waste Cap Nebraska, UNL; Dave Dunning, HD Supply; Tim Mundorf, Midwest Laboratories, and Rowdy Bindert, Test America.